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Welcome to this guide
This guide is one of the Good Complaint Handling series. These are designed to help you 
implement and deliver the expectations in the NHS Complaint Standards.

This guide sets out how to develop an organisation-wide culture that openly welcomes complaints 
and is accountable when mistakes happen.

The guide sets out the most important cultural values that encourage staff to do two things:

• view complaints as a vital tool for getting feedback from the people who use your service

• use this feedback to improve staff and organisational performance.

It also sets out what you can do to create a just and learning culture. 

What do we mean by organisational culture?

In this guide, the term ‘organisational culture’ refers to: the values shared by everyone who works in 
your organisation the way these values are applied in practice within your organisation’s policies and 
processes the way they are applied through the behaviour and actions of each employee.

What do we mean by a just and learning culture?

In a just and learning culture, staff know (and regularly see) that the organisation always:

• gives them the confidence to speak up when things go wrong, rather than blaming them

• encourages staff to always identify what learning can be taken from feedback and complaints to
make continuous improvements – even when things have not gone wrong

• regularly reviews complaints at senior level, and uses the resulting insight to improve systems or
processes that support staff, rather than focusing on individual people’s failings

• supports the mental and physical wellbeing of any staff who is subject to a complaint by keeping
them informed and engaged during the process

• makes sure there is the right balance of accountability and learning for every staff member

• translates learning from complaints into practical action that seeks to improve services and
develop staff learning.
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What standards and regulations are relevant to 
this guide?
• The Complaints Standards set out expectations to help you deliver good complaint handling in 

your organisation.

• The Local Authority Social Services and National Health Service Complaints (England) 
Regulations 2009 set out what the law says you must do.

What the Complaint Standards say

Promoting a just and learning culture

Senior staff make sure every member of staff knows how they can create and deliver a just and 
learning culture in their role. Staff can demonstrate how they meet these objectives through 
practical examples.

Every organisation has appropriate governance structures in place to ensure that senior staff review 
information arising from complaints regularly, and are held accountable for making sure that the 
learning is acted on to improve services.

Organisations make sure staff are trained to identify complaints in a way that meets the expectations 
set out in the Complaint Standards.

Organisations have clear processes in place to show how they capture learning from complaints and 
use it to improve services. In their annual report, organisations provide details of what learning they 
have identified in complaints and they have used it to improve their services. This information is easy 
to compare with that of other organisations.

Organisations put measures in place to capture feedback from those who make complaints (as well 
as the staff involved) on their experience. They use this to demonstrate how the organisation has 
performed towards meeting the Complaint Standards and what users expect to see, as set out in   
My Expectations.

Staff are trained to identify those complaints where mistakes have been made that may have 
resulted in significant impact. Staff ensure these mistakes are reviewed through the organisation’s 
Duty of Candour processes. Organisations routinely share learning from complaints with other 
organisations (both locally and nationally) to build on insight and best practice.

What the Local Authority Social Services and National Health Service Complaints (England) 
Regulations 2009 say

Your organisation must designate a responsible person who ensure the organisation complies 
with these Regulations, and “ensuring that action is taken if necessary in light of the outcome of a 
complaint”. The responsible person will be the person who:

(In an NHS body) acts as the chief executive; (In other responsible bodies) acts as the sole proprietor 
or (in a partnership) a partner; or (in any other case) a director of the responsible body or a person 
who is responsible for managing the responsible body.

Why create a just and learning culture?

There are many benefits to creating a just and learning culture. Here are some of them:

• People who use your service can see that your organisation proactively and openly responds to
complaints and regularly uses learning from complaints to improve its services.

• Staff know to be open and accountable when mistakes happen, and feel confident to speak up
when things go wrong.

• Staff are empowered to learn from the insights that come from complaints and are supported to
be accountable for their actions and use learning to improve.

• Staff are trained to know what a just and learning culture looks, and feels, like in practice, and
how to promote it within their work.

• People who complain to your organisation feel that they have been listened to and have had
their concerns looked at openly, thoroughly and fairly.

Case study: Adopting a just and learning culture

Aware that staff were reluctant to speak up when things went wrong, for fear of being 
blamed or punished, Mersey Care NHS Trust, took the decision to adopt a just and 
learning culture.

To effect the change, the trust changed its language and the approach it took to 
potential issues. It focused on supporting staff and using human factors analysis to 
look at events, alongside examining whether the systems and processes in place were 
enabling staff to provide the best possible care. 

The programme helped to build new trust between staff and the organisation. It 
created a more reflective practice that placed accountability and learning without 
blame side by side. Staff now feel more encouraged to speak up and raise issues 
proactively so services can be improved. 

Source: PHSO’s Insight Report Making Complaints Count (p.21)

Video: Watch NHS Mersey Care’s film Just culture to find out more about this journey.

Read this guide alongside the Model Complaint Handling Procedure. You can find guides on related 
topics on our website.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/309/pdfs/uksi_20090309_en.pdf
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/309/pdfs/uksi_20090309_en.pdf
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/organisations-we-investigate/nhs-complaint-standards/model-complaint-handling-procedure-nhs-services-england
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/organisations-we-investigate/nhs-complaint-standards/complaint-handling-guidance
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/publications/making-complaints-count-supporting-complaints-handling-nhs-and-uk-government
https://youtu.be/75APcztuklU
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/organisations-we-investigate/complaint-standards/nhs-complaint-standards/nhs-complaint-standards-summary-expectations
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/publications/my-expectations-raising-concerns-and-complaints
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A notifiable safety incident is ‘any unintended or unexpected incident that occurred in respect of a 
service user… that, in the reasonable opinion of a health care professional, could result in, or appears 
to have resulted in, the death of the service user… (or has) resulted in severe harm, moderate harm or 
prolonged psychological harm to the service user.’ 

This must be done initially in person by staff and followed up in writing. Staff must provide an 
account (to the best of knowledge) that is true and contains all the facts known about the incident 
in question. Staff must also let the relevant persons know what further inquiries are appropriate and 
apologise for the impact caused by the incident.

Find out more

Care Quality Commission’s guidance on duty of candour provides more details on the 
specific requirements that providers must follow when things go wrong with care and 
treatment.

What the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) Regulations 2014 say

Regulation 16 says:

The person registered to carry out regulated activities in a healthcare setting must:

• establish and operate effectively an accessible system for identifying, recording, handling and 
responding to complaints by service users and other persons in relation to the carrying on of 
regulated activity;

• provide to the Care Quality Commission (within 28 days of request) a summary of:

• complaints made and responses given to those complaints

• any other relevant information in relation to such complaints as requested.

Regulation 17 says:

Your organisation must establish and set up effective systems and processes (governance) to:

• assess, monitor and improve the quality and safety of services your organisation provides 
when carrying out regulated activity (including the quality of the experience of service users in 
receiving those services);

• assess, monitor and mitigate the risks relating to the health, safety and welfare of service users 
and others who may be at risk which arise from your organisation carrying out regulated activity; 

• seek and act on feedback from relevant persons and other persons on the services your 
organisation provides when carrying out regulated activity, for the purposes of continually 
evaluating and improving such services;

• evaluate and improve how your organisation captures and processes information relevant to the 
above.

It also requires your organisation to send to the Care Quality Commission (upon request) the 
following written reports within 28 days:

• an evaluation of how your organisation is complying with the assessment, monitoring and 
improvement of the quality and safety of services

• mitigation of risks relating to the health, safety and welfare of service users

• any plans your organisation has for improving service standards.

Regulation 20 is known as the ‘Duty of Candour’. Under this regulation, all staff in your 
organisation:

• act in an open and transparent way with relevant persons in relation to care and treatment 
provided to service users;

• must (as soon as reasonably practicable after becoming aware) notify relevant persons that a 
‘notifiable safety incident’ has occurred. 

https://www.cqc.org.uk/guidance-providers/regulations-enforcement/regulation-20-duty-candour
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Tips: How to embed these core values

• Make sure these values are included in your local complaints policy. This will help them 
become normal practice whenever someone makes a complaint.

• Train all staff on how your organisation values and handles complaints. This includes 
explaining their role in embedding these values and how to challenge any colleagues 
who do not uphold them.

• Include this content in any induction programme, so that new staff are immediately 
aware of your organisational values.

Embedding a just and learning complaints culture into governance processes

In an organisation with a well-developed just and learning complaints culture, senior staff play an 
active role in complaints handling. This often involves providing assurance and signing off complaint 
responses. 

Where this is not possible (for example, because of the size of the organisation), senior leaders must 
put in place processes to make sure colleagues escalate any complaints about serious or significant 
issues, for them to oversee and act on.

Senior leaders must make sure complaints insight is embedded into governance processes. 
This enables the organisation to continuously assess, monitor and improve the quality and 
safety of its services. 

Tip: This is a regulatory requirement.

What you need to do
Creating and maintaining a positive culture towards complaints

Complaints give organisations a vital and direct insight into the quality of their services. They can 
offer a quick route to identifying how to improve a service, sometimes with changes that can be 
implemented immediately. But too often, organisations do not value or prioritise them.

Find out more

NHS Resolution’s Being Fair report explains why it is important to adopt a reflective 
approach to learning from incidents and supporting staff. It provides guidance on how 
organisations can do this.

The role of senior leaders

Good complaints handling must be led from the top. That means senior leaders need to follow best 
practice in handling and learning from complaints. 

For example:

Be engaged in complaints.

Be involved in the way complaints are handled.

Understand and act on the insight they provide.

Put a clear, straightforward complaints process is in place.

Make sure staff are trained and empowered to handle complaints fairly, openly and with 
maximum accountability.

Ensure that effective governance systems are in place so that senior staff regularly oversee 
complaints.

At a fundamental level, senior leaders must actively make sure all their staff understand 
and recognise the core values of a just and learning culture. These values must also be 
demonstrated in practice, to build trust among staff. 

https://resolution.nhs.uk/resources/being-fair-report/
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Using complaints panels

Well-developed organisations set up a complaints panel to make sure senior staff regularly listen 
to complaint stories and keep up the momentum in learning from complaints and monitoring 
performance.

Complaint panels are made up of senior leaders and staff who are responsible for handling 
complaints. Panel members meet regularly to:

• review complaints data

• discuss cases of interest

• review actions to improve services as a result of learning from complaints.

This approach has several benefits:

It helps make sure complaints remain a high priority within the governance process.

It enables senior staff to provide assurance on what the organisation is doing to monitor 
and assess the quality and safety of services, and efforts to improve them.

It supports and develops staff to reflect on learning from complaints.

Case study: Keeping complaints high on the leadership agenda

Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust runs a monthly complaints 
panel, which includes senior staff and their complaints team. The panel meets to 
scrutinise a range of complaints that have been made to the trust and hear about what 
action is being taken on learning from complaints. Representatives from the Patient 
Relations team present data and discuss how best to approach the issues arising.

Source: PHSO’s Insight Report Making Complaints Count (p.16)

What is the role of the board?

It is a fundamental requirement that senior staff and (where appropriate) the organisation’s board 
must see regular reports on complaints. These need to provide periodic data on:

the number of complaints received

how many cases have been resolved at the frontline stage to the satisfaction of the 
complainant

the number of cases being looked at in more detail

details of cases that have been closed, including any findings or learning identified and what 
actions are being taken to improve

details of cases referred to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman (PHSO), 
including updates of any recommendations from the PHSO for the organisation to take 
forward.

Senior staff and boards must always review complaints data and insight alongside relevant 
periodic data from patient safety incidents and claims. They must use this triangulated 
analysis to identify any patterns or themes that indicate where system or service 
improvements can be made. 

Find out more

The Good Governance Institute’s Board assurance prompt on complaints handling in the 
NHS is a good reference for best practice in complaints handling for leaders and staff.

https://www.good-governance.org.uk/publications/tools/ggi-complaints-handling-in-nhs-trusts-bap
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/about-us/our-casework/how-our-casework-makes-difference/making-complaints-count
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What structures can you use for embedding a just and learning culture?

Use NHS Resolution’s just and learning culture charter (set out in its report Being Fair) as 
the core foundation for your approach to complaints, claims and patient safety incidents. 
Draw on this to create and publish guidance summarising what it calls the “fundamental 
principles of a just and learning culture which will be applied at all levels of our organisation, 
from the executive to the frontline” (page 10).

Make sure there is a close connection between the monitoring of complaints and all 
other feedback channels, including claims and patient safety data. This provides a detailed 
triangulation of key feedback to ensure you can confidently understand their quality, safety 
and impact on user experience.

Organise your teams so that staff responsible for complaints, claims and patient safety can 
work closely together.

In larger organisations make sure all complaints, claims and patient safety leads work within 
the same division (usually where the governance and/or quality improvement functions 
sit) and report to senior staff. Where this is not possible, make sure that all relevant staff 
regularly collaborate to share insight and are responsible for joint reporting to senior leaders.

In smaller organisations make sure one person is responsible for analysing all this type of 
feedback. They should be empowered to report back to senior leaders on insights and how 
these can be used for improvements.

Tip: Well-developed organisations promote an equal balance between:

• encouraging staff to take responsibility for their actions

• supporting staff to learn and improve from all types of feedback.

Make sure your staff have the opportunity to provide meaningful input into complaints 
about them, or complaints that impact on their role. 

For example:

Make sure every member of staff complained about is supported and engaged during the 
handling of a complaint.

creating effective ways for staff feedback to be captured and shared

alongside complaints, claims and patient safety feedback at Board level

and other senior leadership meetings

building a strong partnership with staff representatives and networks to

make sure feedback is used to support individuals and promote wider

organisational learning.

Find out more

NHS Improvement’s Just culture guide encourages managers to treat staff involved in patient 
safety incidents in a consistent, constructive and fair way.

Being complained about, published by the University of Glasgow, provides practical 
approaches to how organisations can effectively support staff who are subject to a complaint.

https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/NHS_0932_JC_Poster_A3.pdf
https://eprints.gla.ac.uk/222770/7/222770.pdf
https://resolution.nhs.uk/resources/being-fair/
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Improving people’s experience of making a complaint

Your organisation is required to regularly evaluate and improve how it captures and processes 
information related to monitoring its services. So, you need to set up mechanisms to capture 
feedback about the process itself, from people who have complained and from staff who have been 
involved in the process.

Tip: To do this, gather feedback through surveys or interviews with people who have been 
involved in your complaints process. You can measure the findings against the 
expectations set out in the Complaint standards and My expectations.

Find out more

Being Complained About, published by the University of Glasgow, provides practical 
approaches to how organisations can effectively support staff who are subject to a 
complaint.

Find out more

Link to example of relevant performance objectives on promoting a just and learning 
complaints culture for each level or role within NHS organisations templates for board 
or senior leadership reporting on complaints guide for setting up and running complaints 
panels in your organisation.

Demonstrating a just and learning complaints culture outside of your organisation

Reporting on complaints insight is an essential pathway to cementing trust with staff and service 
users alike. It shows that your organisation highly values learning from complaints. 

Make sure there is an open and transparent relationship with staff and service users. This 
includes feeding back results and learning to all staff and externally.

Regularly communicate all actions that have been taken and explain how these have made a 
difference to learning and improvement. This shows staff and service users that complaints 
make a difference. It also helps those who complain know your organisation listens and is 
responsive and open to learning from feedback.

Regularly report summaries of complaints learning activity with staff, and with users through 
their website and with local Healthwatch, advocacy and service-user interest groups. 

Tip: You can also use this reporting in your organisation’s annual reporting process and to 
show the Care Quality Commission what you are doing to capture and monitor key insights 
on the safety of your services and use them to improve (as per the 2014 regulations).

Find out more

My expectations for raising concerns and complaints, produced by PHSO, LGSCO and 
Healthwatch England, provides a powerful review of what service users expect to see from 
NHS and social care organisations when they complain about services. It includes a useful 
set of benchmarks for how every NHS organisation can measure performance in complaints 
handling.

https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/publications/my-expectations-raising-concerns-and-complaints
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/organisations-we-investigate/complaint-standards/nhs-complaint-standards/nhs-complaint-standards-summary-expectations
https://www.ombudsman.org.uk/publications/my-expectations-raising-concerns-and-complaints
https://eprints.gla.ac.uk/222770/7/222770.pdf


If you would like this document in a different 
format, such as Daisy or large print, please 
contact us.

Let’s make
complaints

count!

mailto:content@ombudsman.org.uk



